Vaioni Leased Lines
Fast, dedicated, secure connectivity
As connectivity and bandwidth demand
increases normal broadband connections are
no longer fit for purpose. Leased lines are a
dedicated internet connection, used
exclusively by your business to carry all of
your business-critical operations; voice, data
and internet traffic at scale.
A dedicated leased line allows you to take
full advantage of reliable and symmetrical
download/upload speeds and bandwidth that
doesn't slow down at peak times, allowing
your users to connect, communicate and
collaborate seamlessly.
Key Features:
Dedicated connection
Symmetrical speeds
Easy-to-scale bandwidth
Quick installation
Free best-of-breed router
Built-in resiliency
Extraordinary Vaioni support

Benefits:
No contention
A dedicated Ethernet access circuit means you'll
never have to deal with contention and you'll
always get your full bandwidth, even at peak
times.

Reliable speeds
With the same upload and download speeds
your business can complete whatever task you
need without buffering or data lag.

Flexible connectivity
With speeds up to 10GBPS available, you can
scale your bandwidth to meet increased demand
at short notice.

Delivering quality
We provide the best router for your business'
needs and our Mean Time to Provide is, on
average, 23 days quicker than our competitors.

Extraordinary reliability
Our highly skilled support team are one call
away from helping you with any issues you may
face. We're so confident in our network
reliability that we offer a full day's service credit
for each hour of downtime you experience.
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Why Vaioni?
We have had excellent service using Vaioni.
They've always been really helpful and I
cannot praise them highly enough.

We've been with Vaioni for a few years
now and it's been a great service all round,
from the quality of the response from our
Account Manager and support staff to the
line itself. I can't remember the last time I
had to log an issue... I couldn't fault Vaioni.

Efficient service. Nice team to work with,
great to deal with, and would definitely
recommend.

We're connectivity experts; we have the awards
and experience to prove it. Trusted by
thousands of UK businesses, we’ve been
providing vital connectivity services for over a
decade, and there's no challenge too great or
small that we can't tackle head-on.
Our connectivity proposition is founded on
reliability and resilience. We own and operate
our own high-performance, highly available
network with 100% uptime guarantee; we’re
really proud of our uptime track record of over
3 years (our customers love it too).
As all of our products run over our network,
you can be assured of the highest performance
and availability of your entire critical business
infrastructure. Our network is supported by the
highly-skilled engineers that built and maintain it,
so you can have complete confidence that you’re
in super-safe hands.
We’re a small, friendly and responsive team with
the freedom to be agile to meet our customers’
needs. We guarantee we'll deliver exactly what
your business needs to ensure you can thrive.
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